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Abstract The surface reconstruction of 3D objects has

attracted more and more attention for its widespread

application in many areas such as computer science,

cultural heritage restoration, medical facilities, enter-

tainment. However, due to occlusion, reflectance, the

scanning angle, raw data preprocessing, it is inevitable

to lose some point data, which leads to holes in the

reconstruction surface, making it undesirable for vari-

ous applications. Therefore, methods for filling holes in

the process of surface reconstruction are critical to the

final results of reconstruction. This paper makes a sur-

vey of existing well-known hole-filling algorithms, clas-

sifies the algorithms into two main categories, analyzes

and compares these algorithms from the viewpoints of

theories and experimental results to make a clear in-

troduction of their performance. At the end, the paper
points out the possible development direction of hole

filling in the future and hopes to be a good guide for

other researchers.

Keywords Hole filling · Surface reconstruction · Point

clouds · Triangle mesh

1 Introduction

Recent years a great improvement of 3D laser scanning

techniques contributes to the convenient acquirement

of 3D point clouds[1]. The angle deviation of scanning,

the low reflectance and reclusion of the object surface,

the constraints on scanner placement, the occlusion and
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Fig. 1 The classification of hole filling methods.

shade of other objects lead to partial loss of collected

data because of the difficulty of sampling convoluted re-

gions. Additionally, the holes can be caused by missing

parts of the original object. Reconstruction based on

the scattered data results in incomplete surface with

many holes, which would weaken the visual effects of

the 3D models and the ability of post-processing for the

model. Therefore, hole filling is extremely significant to

acquire high quality 3D model reconstruction and com-

pleted geometric information. Scholars have conducted

research works on filling holes to recover the lost infor-

mation, proposed hole-filling methods to generate new

points interpolated the hole region, mainly taking use

of the information of neighborhood points, the topolo-

gy, the change of curvature and the distribution of tex-

ture of holes. There are mainly two steps to fill holes

in 3D reconstruction: extraction of the hole boundaries

and hole filling. Many algorithms and techniques have

been developed for hole filling and it is a tough task to

discuss all of them, so we primarily discuss about the

typical algorithms of different classes. Fig.1 shows our

classification of current hole filling algorithms. These

approaches have proceeded along two main directions:
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hole filling based on unorganized points, and hole filling

based on the mesh. Both of them can be further sub-

divided into volume-based methods and surface-based

methods, according to the data representation to be

dealt with, we will discuss corresponding representa-

tives of each category later. The rest of this paper is

structured as the following: we first introduce the gen-

eral process of hole filling (Sec.2) and analyze the pre-

vailing hole filling methods classified into two main cat-

egories specifically(Sec.3,Sec.4), and then we discuss the

improved MeshFix algorithm(Sec.5), after that we test

mainstream algorithms to fill holes using the test da-

ta downloaded from ftp://ftp.cyberware.com and make

a comparison of their performance (Sec.6), finally we

point out the future development of hole filling in 3D

surface reconstruction(Sec.7).

2 Preview

The raw point data acquired is usually unorganized,

disordered and noisy[4], so it’s necessary to preprocess

the raw input to clean the noise, remove outliers, ho-

mogenize raw points, organize disordered points, cor-

rect point normals to build a foundation of 3D sur-

face reconstruction. After preprocessing, the scattered

point data can be repaired by generating interpolation

points in the hole region directly or be repaired by

filling polygonal holes after triangulating the unorga-

nized points. Thus, due to the differences of data repre-

sentation, current hole filling algorithms can be divid-

ed into two categories: point cloud-based methods

and mesh-based methods. Point cloud-based meth-

ods are first studied and there are indeed some valuable

theories in them which may enlighten the study of hole

filling for future researchers. With the rapid develop-

ment of Computer Graphics, mesh-based methods have

attained more and more attention and played a funda-

mental role in surface reconstruction. Despite of the ex-

istence of distinct kinds of meshes, triangle-mesh is the

most popular one to represent reconstructed surfaces.

Therefore, this paper mainly focuses on triangle-meshed

incomplete surface and when referring to mesh-based

methods it means triangle-meshed methods.

2.1 Typical holes

Holes exist in raw model inputs of both point cloud

representation and triangle mesh data representation,

thus it is essential to introduce typical holes to make

a clear clarification of the problem we intend to set-

tle. For different reasons that lead to the occurrence of

Fig. 2 (a)A simple hole in point clouds,(b)A flat polygonal
hole in meshes.

Fig. 3 (a)An island in meshes,(b)A gap in meshes

various kinds of holes, we can partition them into sim-

ple holes and complex holes and complex holes include

gaps, islands, the holes which have high curvature and

incomplete topology and the holes which have degener-

ate elements. Simple holes usually mean that holes are

disk-like and flat compared with its neighbors. Fig.2 (a)

shows a typical hole in point clouds, as can be seen, the

region enclosed by red lines is blank, missing point data

in the region thus forming a hole loop. (b) is a flat sim-

ple polygonal hole in meshes. In Fig.3, islands and gaps

are showed in (a) and (b), they are more complex to

repair than simple holes. [2] discusses possible errors in
triangular hull geometry representation in the process

of fixing mesh.

3 Hole filling algorithms based on point clouds

The raw data of scanned objects is stored in the form

of points, thus holes in point clouds can be filled direct-

ly before these points are triangled into meshes. Hole

filling algorithms based on point clouds can be imple-

mented in two steps, first hole boundary should be de-

tected and then holes are filled in points by generating

new points.

3.1 Boundary detection of hole

Compared to mesh-based representations, the lack of

explicit connectivity information simplifies the defini-

tion but overburdens many tasks involved in geomet-

ric modeling. Before any attempts to fill holes in point
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clouds algorithmically it is obviously required to identi-

fy hole boundaries in points. In [3], the boundary proba-

bility is computed for every point by applying the angle

criterion and then points in the point set are classified

into boundary or interior points. At last, by exploiting

the coherence of points, a boundary loop is extracted

which is a simple hole boundary. For the reason that

the point cloud is usually unstructured, it will be help-

ful to use a kD-tree, octree or BSP-tree to speed up the

search for neighborhoods of a point. Other criteria to

determine whether a point is a boundary point or not

are half-disc criterion, shape criterion and a few im-

provements based on these criterions. Besides, features

of a point set itself can be extracted to contribute to

more piecewise hole filling details for the reconstruction

surface. [5] has worked on sharp features detection in

point clouds to rebuild complex geometry information

in the pipeline of surface reconstruction.[6] extracts ba-

sic reliable primitives such as planes, spheres, cylinders

from unorganized point clouds which has a significant

implication to surface reconstruction.

3.2 Filling holes

Hole filling methods in point clouds can be subdivid-

ed into volume-based methods and surface-based

methods for the different data used to fill holes. Un-

structured and disordered input points are often incon-

venient to be processed directly, so some researchers

consider embedding the point set into space grids to

find out those irregular volume grids and fill them with

new generated points, that is how volume-based meth-

ods work.

Volume-based methods: Volume-based methods of

hole filling from point clouds usually decompose the

point space into atomic volumes using an octree grid

in general. For each volume grid it is essential to de-

termine the individual volume as inside or outside the

point surface and generate signs for the grid which need-

s to be processed. Besides using an octree grid to pro-

duce a hierarchical volume grid, there is an alternative

to construct a uniform grid to embed the point space

wholly. [7] segments input point objects into 3D unifor-

m grids to work on large unorganized point sets. The

uniform grid approach is simple and straightforward to

perform computation of the grid data, yet it requires

that the input is uniformly sampled. Different schol-

ars take different measures to fill each irregular volume

grid to complete the lost information of the point sur-

face. [4] first organizes the input point set by an octree

and determines the inside/outside orientation of each

point cluster through a robust voting algorithm, blends

Fig. 4 The bunny model to be repaired. (a): the original
bunny mesh with a simple hole consists of 4964 vertices and
9900 triangle faces, while (b): the filled result mesh of the
algorithm [21] consists of 11314 vertices and 22624 triangle
faces.

the implicit quadric surface of each octree cell to re-

construct the noisy and defective data sets. Based on

positive definite Radial Basis Functions, [8] presents a

local approach to reconstruct surface from point cloud-

s, progressively filling holes. It builds a uniform grid

and employs a multilayer technique to expand the hole

boundary information and sets the local nodal function

parameters to reconstruct the hole surface. However,

this method requires large amount of computation and

is sensitive to parameter configurations. The method

proposed by [9] discretizes the continuous unsigned field

into a volumetric grid to identify the most similar patch

candidate to repair holes for both shape and appearance

of incomplete points. Context-based methods can com-

plete both the geometry and texture information only

when the input surface itself exists the similar informa-

tion of the hole area which expects to be recovered. [10]

fills holes with a smooth patch copied from valid regions

of given surface. It partitions the point clouds via con-

structing an octree, works top down to build local im-

plicit approximation of the shape from the points inside

a cell, and classifies these cells into valid or invalid cells,

computes patch by copying part of the surface around

the filled region by an iterative closest point procedure.

Surface-based methods: Surface-based methods pri-

marily work with various properties (boundary curva-

ture, topology et al.) of the surface. [11] proposes a

hole filling algorithm that can recover both geometry

and shading information on surface from point clouds

based on MLS algorithm (moving least squares). [12]

uses the signed distance field to reconstruct the sur-

face from point clouds. [13] samples auxiliary points

in the neighborhood of holes and reproduces surfaces

algebraically such as planes, cylinders, and spheres to

fill holes by approximating the geodesic offsets of the

boundary. However, this method can only handle the
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case of a single hole to patch and is not ideal to patch

more complex hole regions. [14] presents a method to

fill holes from incomplete point clouds based on bound-

ary extension and boundary convergence. The hole fill-

ing procedure is conducted by moving boundary points

along the extension direction into the missed regions.

[15] introduces a hole filling technique in LiDAR data

sets by inpainting depth gradients to fix the large holes

in point clouds of both texture and structure, it recon-

structs the 3D scenc structure via impainting methods.

Other methods like [16] take use of neighbor informa-

tion of the hole boundary to fill holes. Though hole

filling from incomplete point sets has been discussed

earlier than filling polygonal holes in mesh, methods of

this kind is less intuitive than the process of repairing

holes in mesh surface and not extensible enough to be

applied in various surface reconstruction requirements.

Therefore, the aforementioned methods are introduced

to inspire more productive ideas beneficial to the solu-

tion of this issue.

4 Hole filling algorithms based on the mesh

Different from the above approaches, the input of mesh-

based hole filling methods is a mesh consisting of a ver-

tices set and a triangle set. The methods reproduce

the original geometry preferably compared with the

hole filling methods from incomplete points directly

and they mainly focus on the repairing mesh defect-

s of the input. Similarly, the methods based on mesh

are separated into two kinds of categories: volume-

based methods and surface-based methods for the

different processes of the data used in the phase of fill-

ing holes. Normally, the simple triangulation algorithms

work well to triangulate the polygonal hole region, es-

pecially for the flat and disk-like holes without intense

changes to the hole topology and geometry. For holes

that are too complex to fill using triangulation algo-

rithms, researchers have proposed valuable algorithms

to solve the hole filling issue of the input mesh, remesh-

ing the hole region and improving the mesh quality s-

moothly. Volume-based methods fill the polygonal hole

via isotropic diffusion of volumetric data, in this way,

the topology of the input objects can be recovered more

precisely than the surface-based methods, which most-

ly learn the neighboring surface information of the hole

to be filled with new triangles.

4.1 Boundary detection of the hole

A triangle mesh is composed of a set of vertices and a set

of triangles. Normally an edge is shared by two trian-

Fig. 5 The hole filling results between the original Mesh-
fix[25](left) and modified MeshFix algorithm (right)by us.
The left remains the single biggest component of the input
model, while the right makes a correct reminder of the whole
input.

gles, called adjacent triangles of the edge. A boundary

edge is defined as an edge that is only adjacent to a sin-

gle triangle. Correspondingly, the boundary edge loop

is the representation of a closed hole boundary which

can be extracted in the input mesh automatically once

a boundary edge is found by tracing its adjacent edges.

[17] explains the basic preliminaries of triangular mesh-

es which contain holes. [18] extracts the polygonal hole

boundary with Mean Shift approach to find out the ver-

tices that have similar geometry property with the hole

region in the neighborhood of the boundary. Clearly,

most of the hole filling methods aim to fix simple holes

whose boundaries are usually composed of simple closed

loops of boundary edges. Besides simple holes, there are

many complex holes within islands and gaps that can’t

be detected easily by the above-mentioned approach, a

detailed description about the defects in the mesh cov-

ering complex holes was presented in [19].

4.2 Filling holes

Surface-based methods usually work well on simple holes

and fail to recover fine geometry details of large and

complex holes. In contrast, volume-based methods can

deal with this issue better.

Volume-based methods: This kind of methods first-

ly convert input triangular meshes into discrete vol-

ume representation, generate inside/outside partitions

on the volume and then take different approaches to

finish hole filling works. The methods focus on every

single cell and repair those irregular grid cells to reach

the final complete triangular mesh surface.

[20] presents a typical technique of filling holes by

employing the volumetric diffusion procedure to com-

plete the hole surface. It aims to cases where in detail

holes are too geometrically and topologically complex
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to solve by general surface-based methods. [21] parti-

tions the space into disjoint internal and external vol-

ume using an octree grid to repair polygonal model

surface by contouring. Though it guarantees a closed

output model, it alters the input mesh which may lose

sharp features and fine details of the models, as can be

seen from the results in Fig.4, this approach alters the

organization of the original input mesh obviously. [22]

introduces an oriented voxel global diffusion method

to fill holes in complex surfaces. In particular, the d-

iffusion direction of the oriented distance field is con-

trolled accurately inward the hole to restore the sharp

features of the incomplete input. While this algorithm is

able to fix the incomplete surface smoothly and handle

complex holes which contain islands, it consumes large

quantity of memory to store these oriented volumetric

units such that it lacks the ability to tackle large size

input models. [23] employs a Poisson Reconstruction

step to obtain an implicit function and then deploys

an interpolation method to reconstruct missing parts

of the input mesh. A fast and continuous surface-oracle

computation exploited to efficiently guide the restrict-

ed Delaunay triangulation is one of the crucial elements

to perform hole filling works. The biggest difference be-

tween this method and others is that it guarantees the

full preservation of the input mesh, Fig.10 confirms this

point. The main strength of volume-based hole filling

methods in meshes is that they are robust to resolve

geometric defects and produce a manifold output mesh

surface without self-intersections. The major weakness

is that in the diffusion phase, geometric details are lost

inevitably, even in the remainder areas far from the

hole.

Surface-based methods: [24] proposes a surface ori-

ented method to smoothly fill holes such that the ver-

tex densities around the holes are interpolated. [17] s-

plits a complex hole into several simple holes and fill-

s each divided simple hole with planar triangulation

method consecutively until the entire complex hole is

closed. The method of [25] concentrates on convert-

ing a low-quality digitized polygon mesh to a single

manifold and watertight triangle mesh without degen-

erating or intersecting elements. It assumes that the

resulting mesh should be a single connected manifold

bounding a polyhedron and the sampling density should

not vary significantly from one part of the mesh to an-

other. Its inherited characteristics don’t guarantee that

the filled surface will converge eventually, which is the

main drawbacks of this method. In order to improve the

performance of the algorithm to process more complex

holes such as gaps, we utilize the coherence of the mod-

el topology to make a correct decision when deciding

which small disconnected components should be dis-

carded and thus develop a modified MeshFix algorith-

m which will be discussed later. MeshFix is developed

by Marco Attene and the latest version is available on

http://meshrepair.org/. Fig.5 shows the hole filling re-

sults of the original input mesh Armadillo, whose holes

are manually generated. As we can see, according to

the coherence of the whole model topology, the smaller

component should be remained rather than discarded

directly. [18] creates new triangles by the constraint De-

launay triangulation method to fill holes. Similarly, [26]

generates a minimal triangulation to the hole. In order

to assort with the density of neighbor meshes, the new

triangles are subdivided according to their edge length.

The defect of the method is obvious for the filling re-

sults dependent heavily on the geometry of the hole

neighbors. [27] introduces a hole filling algorithm for a

given triangle mesh to synthesize missing geometry by

learning the knowledge of the similar geometry in the

remainder mesh. Different from other context-based ap-

proaches, it completes the hole field coherently to the

local neighborhood while maintaining a proper trian-

gulation of the mesh surface. Surface reconstruction via

an implicit surface representation based on Radial Basis

Functions(RBF)[28] and Moving Least Squares[29] has

been used widely to deal with large scattered data sets.

Without the requisite of prior knowledge of the object

topology, the methods construct the implicit signed dis-

tance function constrained by the exterior points near

the hole to approximate the surface and interpolate new

points into hole regions. Furthermore, exploiting the ad-

ditional information such as global symmetry [27], an

image [30] facilitates the hole filling process efficiently

and precisely. The approach of [31] requires a prior-

i knowledge of the input model and it mainly focuses

on the hole filling problem of the CAD model, so this

algorithm cannot be applied to other common inputs.

To summarize, the benefits of context-based approach-

es are that they learn the characteristics of the given

surface making them able to restore lost geometric fea-

tures without affecting the region mesh far from the

hole. The drawbacks of these approaches are their d-

eficiency of robustness in the case of noisy inputs and

difficulty in preventing geometric overlaps. Also if there

aren’t similar geometric patches in the meshes the re-

paired surface is likely to be unreasonable.

5 The procedure of the modified MeshFix

algorithm

Since the original MeshFix algorithm first converts

the input to a single combinatorial manifold, the fixed

results of gaps are not desired, especially for the circum-

stance that the input model is split into several con-
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nected components whose sizes are similar that cannot

simply remove all the components except the largest

one. The underlying reason of the incorrect topology

lies in the phase of topology reconstruction which we

mainly focus on to improve the algorithm performance.

Algorithm 1 Main steps of the topology reconstruc-

tion phase.
Require: An indexed face set F
Ensure: A single combinatorial manifold M
1: Triangulate all the faces in F
2: Initialize M with the resulting triangles
3: Compute the triangle-triangle adjacency relations
4: Remove singularities
5: Remove all the connected components but the largest one
6: Orient the mesh
7: if cuts were necessary then
8: warn the user and terminate
9: else

10: patch mesh holes with new triangles
11: end if

We optimize the step of 5 by adding a step to learn

the relationships between these connected components

in order to make a judgement about whether it is right

to discard the irrelevant components in the hole filling

procedure. To achieve this, we first compute the number

of vertices and triangles of every single part and make

a direct comparison of the number computed to find

out the smallest piece component. Then according to

the change of the curvature and of the orientation of

the face normals, we can decide the uniformity of the

several components to keep the coherent components.

If the change is too obvious to be minimized by adding
some triangle faces between them to keep harmony, the

incorporate component should be moved away and vice

versa.

6 Experimental results and comparisons

Due to the differences between point clouds based

methods and mesh based methods to fill holes, it is crit-

ical to make a thorough evaluation of them to clarify

the characteristics of the distinct hole-filling strategies.

6.1 Comparison of point clouds based methods

and mesh based methods

As has been mentioned before, both the point cloud-

s based methods and the mesh based methods should

first detect the hole boundaries and then fix the miss-

ing regions accordingly. Boundary detection: Exper-

iments have been made to extract boundaries of the

Fig. 6 (a):boundary detection of the hole in point clouds,
the red points are boundary points. (b):boundary detection
of the hole in the mesh.

bunny model based on these two methods as are illus-

trated in Fig.6. In point clouds it is non-trivial to search

for neighbor points and to mark boundary points, be-

cause the density varies in the distribution of points and

a threshold is required to identify a boundary point.

Though many criteria can be applied to extract the

boundary, they are all sensitive to the threshold and the

density, causing redundant boundary points or unwant-

ed points added in the neighboring region. As can be

seen in Fig.6 (a), there are some red points in the sharp

corners of the fan disk model that represent wrong

judgements of the boundary points, (b) represents the

hole boundary in the mesh and the red triangles are the

neighbors of the boundary edges, clearly the boundaries

extracted in the mesh are more accurate. This is pri-

marily because of the fact that it is more convenient

and straightforward to detect hole boundary by judg-

ing whether an edge has two adjacent triangle faces

in mesh. In contrast, boundary detection of the point

clouds is sensitive to the density of the point set and the

boundary threshold, thus costing much time to achieve

the best algorithm effects.

Hole filling: In the Fig.7, hole filling results are pre-

sented in both the point cloud representation and in the

mesh representation. (a) and (c) are the original model

input data. Comparatively, hole filling in point clouds

is more slowly than the filling procedure of the mesh

repair work because of the frequency of computing and

querying the neighbor points information of the bound-

ary points and other mistaken points, which increases

the cost of time significantly. However, the two kinds of

methods fail to recover the original sharp corner of the

model.

6.2 Comparison of several mesh based methods

Most of the hole filling methods make an assump-

tion that the holes are relatively small in size and flat in
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Fig. 7 (a):The original point set of fan disk model. (b):The
hole filling result of fan disk model in point cloud. (c):The
original fan disk model mesh. (d):The hole filling result of
the hole in the mesh.

shape, disk-shaped holes are the very common simple

holes to be filled. In contrast, complex holes such as high

curvature hole regions, gaps between two disconnected

components of the mesh, islands in the middle of holes

are more sophisticated to handle. The repairing algo-

rithms we mainly discussed are [20],[21],[23],[24],[25].

Quantitative data analysis are mentioned first, and then

the final effects of fixing test inputs are shown in the

following figures to make a comparison qualitatively a-

mong the hole filling approaches. The performance of
hole filling methods can be estimated intuitively to ob-

serve the density and shape difference between the filled

regions and their neighbor meshes.

To compare the results, we follow the common paradig-

m in [17][21][22][26] to count the number of vertices

and faces of the model before and after fixing as an

important index to measure the performance of listed

algorithms. Table 1 presents several representative ex-

perimental results of hole filling for several 3D cases in

the form of vertices number and face number to explain

the main functionalities of the hole filling methods. The

model are tested on the five algorithms and it is clear

to compare the filled results quantitatively. The content

of the box which is a line stands for the inability to fill

the holes of the input mesh. In the table, the first line

is the model names, and vertices and faces represent for

the vertices of the mesh and the faces consisted in the

corresponding mesh respectively. As we can see clearly,

compared with the original model meshes, numbers of

vertices and faces of the repaired mesh change a lot. It

means that volume-based methods([21],[20]) alter the

position organization of original mesh points complete-

ly though their repair results reserve better topology

information than other approaches. Obviously, the box-

es without data stand for that [24] can’t handle large

size input data which contains many holes to fill. Also

the algorithm of [20] fail to fix the hole which is rela-

tively big in size and the input data exceeds its ability

to covert the mesh into volume, which can be proved

in the last box with no data. To measure and compare

the performance of different algorithms on real world

data, an office chair is scanned and preprocessed with

software KSCAN3D. As is shown in Fig.8, the amoun-

t of data is considerably greater compared to previous

models. During test, the runtime of nearly all the algo-

rithms increased. In Fig.8, (c) doesn’t add new points

to fill the blank region, instead it constructs the connec-

tion relationships of the boundary points and fills the

region with new generated triangle faces. Therefore, for

the hole boundary long enough the algorithm will have

an incompatible visual effect with the original mesh.

The repaired result of f is congruous with the whole

mesh organization. In this experiment,[20] fails to com-

plete this hole filling work.

The following figures provide some comparison of the

repair results, giving a visual representation of the re-

sults which are arranged in order. We test the method-

s with different kinds of data containing various holes

(simple and flat holes, gaps, islands, complex holes with

high curvature and incomplete topology).

Simple and flat holes. Comparative results of the d-

ifferent hole filling methods in Fig. 9, the hole in the

bunny model is filled by all of the methods completely,

but visually the triangle mesh in the hole region in (c)

and (e) is inappropriate in size and the curvature of

the bunny leg is recovered stiffly. Relatively speaking,

(d) and (f) handle the circumstance well. Remarkably,

[20] fixes small holes perfectly with the excellent topolo-

gy and geometry reconstruction information, may leave

the large holes unclosed.

Gaps. A gap exists between the body and leg of the

Armadillo model as shown in Fig. 10, (g) is unable to

heal the hole and (c) loses the leg of the input model.

The effect of (f) is the best one who bridges the gap

correctly while others fail to finish the bridge work.

Islands. Fig. 11 is the repaired results of Venus,

(e) is the result of [24], it fails to finish the whole hole

repair work because of the large input size. There are

clear volume grids that can be seen in (g)while the algo-

rithm outputs correct topology information. It should

be mentioned that the grid size is decided by the pa-

rameter predefined.

Complex holes with high curvature and incom-
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Table 1 The test results of the five algorithms.

Models
Armadillo Buddha Hand Venus Chair

vertices faces vertices faces vertices faces vertices faces vertices faces

Original models 5000 9996 20000 40412 10000 19881 134345 268686 1532312 3064462
Models with holes 4908 9695 19861 40002 9984 19812 134289 265097 1473693 2945682

JuTao[21] 131158 262312 426828 853676 106128 212256 742714 1485424 669450 1338912
MeshFix[25] 4175 8342 19367 38838 10773 21542 133070 26613 1517126 3034264
Liepa[24] 4908 9804 19861 40133 9810 19589 – – 1473693 2947342

Ramesh[23] 5003 10002 19496 39024 11041 22078 142571 284600 1524661 3049334
VolFill[20] 886763 1771540 736810 1471682 691585 1380708 8549 17094 – –

Fig. 10 The original data of Armadillo with artificially introduced holes. (a): the original Armadillo model. (b): the original
hole model made of 4908 vertices and 9695 triangles. (c): the hole filling result of MeshFix[25], lost a part of the disjoint
component of the original input. Both (d): the hole filling result of JuTao[21] and (e): the hole filling result of [24] can’t fill the
above complex hole exactly, the gap should be bridged which has done perfectly by (f): the hole filling result of Ramesh[23].
(g): the hole filling result of VolFill[20],with the large hole unhealed completely.

Fig. 8 The original data of chair with artificially introduced
holes. (a): the original chair scanned by KSCAN3D made of
1532312 vertices and 3064462 triangles. (b): the hole model of
chair. (c): the hole filling result of Liepa[24]. (d): the hole
filling result of MeshFix[25]. (e): the hole filling result of
JuTao[21]. (f): the hole filling result of Ramesh[23].

plete topology. Fig. 12 shows the behavior of the five

algorithms to fill holes of the Buddha model, in the in-

put mesh, there exists two big holes with the first one

Fig. 9 The bunny model is same as Fig.4, with a simple
hole to be filled. (a):the original complete Bunny model.
(b):the original Bunny model with a simple hole. (c):the
hole filled with JuTao[21]. (d):the hole filled with the pro-
cedure of MeshFix[25]. (e):the hole filled with the pro-
cedure of Liepa[24]. (f):the hole filled with the procedure
of Ramesh[23]. (g):the hole filled with the procedure of
VolFill[20].

at the creases of its clothes and the other one at the

bottom of the disc platform. The first one is a complex

hole whose curvature varies much thus when recover-

ing the lost information of the hole it is important to

reconstruct the curve of the creases of the clothes.
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The first hole is difficulty to be filled because the

curvature around the hole region varies dramatically

while the other one focuses on the reconstruction of the

topology of the disk platform rather than triangulating

the hole directly. As we can see in the figure, (c) and (g)

correct partial curvature of the creases in the matter of

the first hole, regretfully none of them recover the disk

topology of the platform perfectly for the reason that

they fail to learn the topology information of the input

context. An island hole shown in Fig. 11 is filled, (c)

removes the island mistakenly that the algorithm yields

an imperfect surface patch to fill the surface holes.

Complex holes with degenerate elements. Fig.13

provides a comparison of different approaches to fill the

big hand model, in (e), the size of interpolating triangle

faces varies from the original size of the hole neighbor

surface. (d) and (f) manage to reconstruct the struc-

ture of quality of the transition between the input and

completion parts, in (g), since the method rely on local

morphological operations, large holes remain unfilled.

Volume-based methods of hole filling in point clouds

generally interpolate new points in the irregular vol-

ume grid to fill holes, while volume-based methods of

hole filling in mesh sandwich the input mesh in the s-

pace and move vertices along the direction of healing

the hole and generate new triangle faces to fill holes.

In the filling process, building a local implicit surface

representation based on Radial Basis Functions(RBF)

or Moving Least Squares(MLS) to interpolate points

or faces smoothly is a popular manner to handle the

reconstruction of the hole surface. This kind of meth-

ods have the advantage that an analysis of topology in

each volume grid facilitates the repair work of topology.

Contrarily, due to the completion performed at a global

scale, the main weakness of the volume-based methods

is that they alter the original point density of the in-

put or the original vertices positions of the mesh, so

they can’t preserve the geometry information of the in-

put model. Therefore, sharp features and fine details of

the object are lost inevitably so that the methods are

unsuitable for some application cases, for example the

precise model to be repaired. However, surface-based

methods of both hole filling methods in point clouds

and in the mesh only work on some specified surface

portions, without alteration of the input. Hence, they

fix geometric flaws effectively. Surface-based methods

learn the neighbor surface information of the hole and

utilize the information to generate parameters of the

implicit function or the feature signs to help the recov-

ery of the geometry. The drawback is that they ignore

the topology information of the whole and local input,

thus they fail to fill holes with correct topology.

7 Conclusions

This paper has analyzed the hole filling techniques in

surface reconstruction quantitatively and qualitatively

and provided some comparisons of these approaches. To

summarize, each of the various methods aims to solve

special applications such as the recovery of the high

curvature, the geometry information, the density con-

sistence of the input points or mesh, the preservation of

the original topology and the texture of the input mod-

els. For most of the methods assume that the missing

surface is generally smooth, scholars have been devoting

to find out a simple and effective solution to fill holes

whether in point clouds or in the mesh. In point clouds,

hole filling methods can reconstruct the loss surface s-

moothly and uniformly, for the hole with high curvature

variation, interpolating points directly in the point set

is a convenient way to fill holes, a smooth procedure to

adjust the position of points using an implicit function

is employed afterwards, promising a better visual ef-

fect. Unfortunately, these methods are sensitive to the

density of the point set. In the mesh, it is crucial to

triangulate the hole region by means of volume-based

means or surface-based means. Most of the operations

in the filling process is the treatment of triangle faces in

the mesh, a suitable triangle is added in the mesh da-

ta by judging its size, position, orientation. Using the

normal of the triangle face, it is easy to detect sharp fea-

tures of the model and topology features. Furthermore,

the knowledge of Computer Graphics benefits hole re-

pair works in mesh, that is why hole filling in the mesh

develops rapidly in recent years. Most of these meth-

ods work well for simple holes in nearly flat surface,
but not for complicated geometric holes. Thus it will

be valuable to make an analysis of the input model in

topology and geometry way before filling holes directly

in the input, extracting primitives of the local and glob-

al contexts as a guide to recover the topology of the loss

region. Combined with the probability of the extracted

features, the technique is more likely to make a cor-

rect decision on how to repair the hole area, reducing

the occurrence of discarding disconnected components

and unbridged gaps which should be closed. A step of

learning the characteristics of the given surface by cal-

culating the orientation will be conducive to repairing

the hole in a feature-sensitive manner. Also there are a

few limitations in our work. Though many model data

have been tested to evaluate the mainstream hole fill-

ing methods, there are probably typical circumstances

which are ignored unconsciously. Because of the limita-

tion of time and energy, we haven’t done complete re-

search test of the hole filling techniques in point clouds

deeply. In Sec.4, we make an improvement of MeshFix
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Fig. 11 The Venus model (a):the original Venus mod-
el. (b):the original Venus model with holes. (c):the hole
filled with JuTao[21]. (d):the hole filled with the proce-
dure of MeshFix[25]. (e):the hole filled with the proce-
dure of Liepa[24]. (f):the hole filled with the procedure
of Ramesh[23]. (g):the hole filled with the procedure of
VolFill[20].

method and further improve the algorithm to obtain

more excellent performance.
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